In this new era of heightened e-commerce deliveries, keeping a close eye on your inventory has never been so important. This helps avoid disrupting the delicate balance needed to meet customer demands while safeguarding profitability. The lack of proper visibility into the flow of merchandise at every step of the delivery process can negatively impact your operations and squeeze your retail margins.

Powerful Solutions for More Efficient Inventory Tracking

With Workcloud Inventory Visibility Trailer Tracking, gain greater visibility into when shipments depart and arrive at your locations. Use barcoded trailer seals and customized reporting to better understand the movement of your inventory and improve inventory management processes.

Get Complete Visibility
Ensure visibility into outbound and inbound trailers, and take steps to make sure that shipments arrive on schedule.

Leverage Barcoded Trailer Seals
Scan barcoded trailer seals, verifying them as they leave their originating facility and arrive at their destination.

Monitor Merchandise
Utilize customized and in-depth reporting to better monitor late merchandise arrivals and exceptions.
Manage Your Inventory Seamlessly from Service Center to Store

With Workcloud Inventory Visibility Trailer Tracking, overcome your inventory challenges and minimize shrink with clear and accurate trailer visibility.

Get real-time visibility with Zebra Workcloud Inventory Visibility Trailer Tracking